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Dr. Marshall, faculty, students, and guests - thank you for the honor of
addressing you tonight on the occasion of your convocation
i've just returned from my 30th high school reunion in May in Victoria BC yes I am an immigrant - having come to this country because of the wonderful
science opportunities here.
I thought of regaling you with lots of anecdotes of the many people I have been
privileged to meet and work with over the years - during and since high school
such as Mr Boldt, my high school teacher who first excited my interest in
Physics, yes, it sounds corny, but it was my high school teacher - he was
delighted to hear from me when I wrote to him after the reunion
I could drop the names of a few Nobel Lauriates that I have met and mention work I was privileged to do with Leon Lederman but that would just be reflections on the past
Tonight it is the future that we have come to celebrate
It is an exciting future that I see - especially for you your opportunities to grow into intelligent, creative scholars at the
Math and Science Academy are unsurpassed
This got me thinking about the role of a renaissance scholar a person versed in both the arts and the sciences it got me thinking about the ultimate connection between art and science and the origin of knowledge itself
I am only a journeyman experimental physicist here at Fermi lab - and hence I would
not have dared to wade into such deep waters except that I had already agreed
to give a talk on the connections of Physics and Art at a teachers workshop
at New Trier High School next month - yes, teachers like to learn also so I had started to ponder more than
usual the connections and similarities of art and science
Now you've all heard various anecdotes of Einstein's violin playing the Bach prelude playing of Edward Teller, the father of the hydrogen bomb or the great Bongo playing of Prof Richard Feynman, the Cat Tech professor
who solved the tragedy of the space shuttle disaster (I hope you get to
read his wonderful textbook on physics some day - it's a marvelous book
and a picture of him playing the Bongos is on the inside cover
But, beyond these trivial examples, I've noticed that many of the most creative
minds that I've met are also fascinated and fully conversant in the arts
All scientists are closet artists - on further reflection - it must be so!!!
Science is an art!
I would like to use my time tonight to recount my limited understanding of
art and science
in his book 'Origins of Knowledge and Imagination', Jacob Bronowski points
out that the study of Natural Philosophy - the description of the world
AS SEEN BY MAN has been evolveing at least since the Renaissance

We see the world with our physical senses - the sights of art - painting
and sculpture - the sounds of art - music and poetic speech and powerful
writing - are very similar to the observations and communications of the
scientific world.
This is what makes mankind so different from the rest of the animal world in every known human society - art and science are practised together
there is t>f course a key missing ingredient in this simple picture of the
senses of sight and sound - there is a sort of fifth sense if you wish possessed by man alone we believe! - the sense of imagination - the ability
to coneieve of things not present to the regular senses
let me use a simple example of a group of Monkeys being observed by some
scientists - now the monkeys have a vocabulary - some 100 words all in the present tense we believe - go, sit, food, run, danger
- if a rain storm threatens maybe the chimp leader might say - follow me - under the trees
the leader of the scientists might say 'let's pack it up - tomorrow will
probably be a better day and we can get some better shots from up there
on that ridge'
there are much deeper ideas in this sentence - tomorrow, nice day, better shots
- all forming ideas and images and conclusions in the imaginations of the
listeners - all slightly different ideas and images
our spoken language of maybe 10,000 words is some 100 times bigger than the
simple command language of the chimps - our written language of some
1,000,000 words - used to store and transmit ideas and images - is even a
100 times bigger yet - this tremendous vocabulary of our language is the
vocabulary of ideas and images
We are all incredibly talented at creating images with our minds
let me use a simple example of a poem I learned in High School - the
Rime of the Ancient Marriner by Samuel Colleridge
recite here -

there was an ancient marriner,
and he stoppeth one of three 'by thy long grey beard and glittering eye
now wherefore stopest thou me
the bridegrooms doors are open
and I am next of kin
the feast is set, the guests are met
mayest hear the merry din'
He held him with his glittering eye
there was a ship quoth he

If I haven't put you to steep yet and you are listening with even half an ear
you couldn't help but form images in your mind - an old marriner - a young
well-dressed person going to a wedding - a wedding feast - you can't stop
these images forming - day and night - and more important - you all formed
slightly different images
Later in the poem - becalmed in the south pacific - the marriner recalls
Water, water everywhere - but not a drop to drink
water, water everywhere - and yet the boards did shrink

Now I have never been in the south pacific - becalmed - but I can certainly
form a vivid image of it when I hear this poem
the language of art can not only create images - it can also reach deep truths
as in these lines by John Keats - Beauty is Truth, truth beauty - that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know
now a parallel picture exists in science - Heinrich Hertz described his
experiments where he radiated EAM energy from his transmitter to his
antenna, confirming Maxwell's equations - Fizeau measured the velocity of
light beams between two mountains and found to his surprise that it was
equal to the ratio of the strengths of electric and magnetic forces Michel son and Morley (of U of Chicago fame) rotated their optical
interferometer 90 degrees etc.
Now Einstein never saw any of these experiments performed as far as we know but he read of them - and saw them in his imagination
the various images, as he saw them - suggested to him a deeper image a deep truth if you wish - that what we perceive as motion is only relative
motion - ALL motion is relative
now here is where science goes further than most arts - science tries to test
it's conclusions and follow thru their logical implications by predicting the
future - and then checking those predictions
Einstein, among other things - found that this idea that all motion is relative
inexorably led to the conclusion that energy and mass were interchangeable
and related by E=MC**2
this equation is a very simple and powerful idea - but so is Keat's equation Beauty is truth, truth beauty
I for one do not attribute a higher form of genius to either one they are both very imaginative statements
It is unfortunate, that in most school curricula, reason and imagination
sometimes get separated - imagination is an experimental process it is the manipulation inside the mind of absent things, by using in their
place images, words (and nowadays maybe computers)
I think I now understand why science and art are fun!
ANY creative activity is fun - our minds are continually being creative day and night - that is the true greatness of the human brain
We are all being creative all the time - I love this image!
There are of course dull scientists and there are dull artists but inside their work they are creating images and having fun they just haven't learned how to communicate them - an essential skill
and an art in itself - the work of dull scientists and artists is often lost
There are also bad scientists and bad artists the bad artists usually end up with their paintings hanging on motel room walls
Unfortunately, the bad scientists are often quoted by the New York Times
before the implications and predictions of their work can be tested by others
and shown to be wrong or not useful - we must learn to discriminate just as
carefully when it comes to science as we do with art

I .
We judge both a theory or a work of art by it's ability to fit the input
of our senses and the output of our imaginations with an economy of ideas
A work of science or art moves us profoundly, in mind and in emotion, when it
matches our experiences and at the same time points beyond - i.e. raises new
images in our minds
I have my own personal image of knowledge - that of an expanding balloon ever expanding - and it fits this picture of the imagination as the seat
of creativity
each idea or image that we can communicate generates many more images in the
minds of each one of our listeners geometrically expanding - exponentially expanding
the other beauty of this balloon image is that a balloon has much more outside
that which we don't know - than it has inside - there is an inexhaustable
store of new ideas to be discovered
reciting the wonderful things that have occurred during my lifetime spacetravel, the genetic code - transistors etc. would be insignificant
compared to what you will see and participate in - and probably even influence
during your careers
let me even dare to dream beyond the next few years imagine, with me, a world where every citizen had the physical freedom to
be as creative as they wanted - in whatever way they enjoyed - it's staggering
it is so staggering that we can also imagine the inevitable conflicts that
would arise - therein lies the ultimate art of all - the art and science of
politics
there can be no doubt that humans and human society are the most complex
things we can imagine - the ART of politics involves seeing both sides
of an issue clearly - there is always two sides - by definition in politics
the SCIENCE of politics - making decisions - predicting the consequences of
your conclusions - is exceedingly difficult
in politics you cannot control the variables - you cannot change your
conclusions when it turns out you were wrong - the experiment cannot be
repeated!
maybe that's why there are fewer
than there are famous artists or
I hope some of you will some day
I have enjoyed learning many new
alderman

great statesmen in the eyes of the public
scientists - it is just so much harder!
get involved in politics things as I have learned how to be an

Enough - let's get back to why we are here
What is an education anyhow - is it filling the mind with facts - such as
x • y • z (or whatever it equals, I can never remember, I have to look it up)
NO, it is filling the mind with those concepts that mankind (or the board
of directors or your teachers maybe) - those concepts that have generated
important variations and connections and ideas
the more you learn, the more variations on a theme you can imagine, and the
more fun you will have learning
spinning out variations on a theme is what comes naturally to the human mind

1•
but aren't variations on a theme trivial compared to the theme itself?
aren't Einstein and Keats different than the rest of us?
NO! every thought we have is surrounded by a halo of imagined variations
and associations - Keats loved to think about beauty and truth - we can see
that in his poems - Einstein was fascinated with motion and how we measure
things in physics - we can see that in his papers and letters to friends
Their thought processes are the same as yours and mine there is potential genius in all of us if we let our ideas and imaginations flow!
This tremendously positive idea was also noted by the famous Catholic
theologian Father Teilhard de Chardin - I quote from his book 'Building the
Earth'
It has become fashionable today to treat with suspicion any faith in the future
such scepticism can destroy both the love of living and the momentum of mankind
mankind has a formidable potential for progress - think of the immensity of
the ideas not yet synthesized and the persons not yet born In terms of energy and biology - the human race is still young and fresh!
end quote - I like that phrase 'the momentum of mankind' - it matches my
picture of the totality of ideas and the collective imagination of all mankind
Enjoy your year - be artistically creative - the art of mathematics
- the art of science - whatever is your interest
your teachers may not want to hear me say this - but keep dreaming up new ideas - for dreams are the heart of creativity and ideas are the momentum of mankind It's also just plane FUN!
the one thing I now realize I learned in high school 30 years ago
was to have fun and to enjoy learning please remember to have fun this year
Thank you

